
Chapter 4990
Charlie looked at him and said lightly, “Mr. Ito, you may fall asleep for about twenty
minutes first.”
“After waking up, remember to rinse your body and put on the clothes prepared for
you.”
Ito Takehiko was confused by Charlie’s mysterious operation.
He really couldn’t understand, what was Charlie’s purpose in letting himself soak in 
the mud.
At this time, Charlie took out a remodeling pill, handed it to the housekeeper, and 
said,
“Give this medicine to Mr. Ito.”
“Okay, Mr. Wade!” The housekeeper nodded respectfully, cautiously took the 
medicinal pill,
That Charlie handed it over in his hand, and then put it into Ito Takehiko’s mouth.
As soon as Ito Yuhiko took the medicine, he felt dizzy for a while,
Like the general anesthesia before the operation, and he lost consciousness almost 
instantly.
The reason for losing consciousness is entirely due to the medicinal properties of 
the remodeling pill.
According to the records in the “Heavenly Profound Scripture”,
When reshaping pill is taken and then it is reshaping the body,
It will bring great pain and stimulation to the user.
Even when it is to reshape the body, the pain is even more painful than that of 
modern medical surgery.
The patient may feel that his body is cut even more violently.
Therefore, reshaping the medicinal properties of the pill is actually to make people 
lose consciousness first,
And then exert its real remodeling medicinal properties.
The principle is the same as the logic of anesthesia before surgery in modern 
medicine.
After a while Ito Yuhiko was in a coma, the whole person was completely 
unconscious,



But Charlie could feel the vigorous spiritual energy in his body,
Which was gathering towards his lower body.
Soon, Charlie could feel that there seemed to be two sprouts full of spiritual energy 
in the roots of Ito Yuhiko’s thighs.
It seemed that the Reshaping pill had begun to work.
So, Charlie said to the housekeeper, “Thank you for being here to guard Mr. Ito,”
“And don’t touch him until he wakes up.”
The housekeeper said respectfully, “Don’t worry, Mr. Wade!”
Charlie nodded and turned around and left the bathroom and went to the other 
one next door.
At this time, Tanaka Koichi has also soaked in the bathtub with the help of Orvel.
After Charlie explained to him, he asked Orvel also to feed him a reshaping pill.
Afterward, Orvel was left to guard him, and he returned to the living room of the 
luxury suite.
At the same time, Nanako was sitting on the sofa waiting anxiously.
And Ruoli was standing beside her, and she couldn’t hide the excitement in his 
heart:
“Mr. Wade’s medicinal pill can bring Duncan back to life, who was seriously injured,”
“And now he has my mother and the Ito family come to New York.”
“Coincidentally, Yes, both my mother and the Ito family are disabled.”
“Could it be that Mr. Wade is going to use the same medicine to treat them?”
“Just now, he has been guiding Ito Yuhiko and asked him to say that,”
“He can wish his legs can be restored to their original state.”
“… Could it be… Could it be that Mr. Wade’s elixir can make them regrow their 
broken limbs?”
“If that’s the case… Isn’t mother… Wouldn’t it be possible to become a normal 
person?!”
Ruoli’s mother, Roma, lost an arm before she was pregnant with her.
It was precisely because she lost that arm to save Zynn that,
Zynn betrayed his marriage and had a dewy relationship with her because of being 
moved.
And it was the dew feeling that time that gave birth to Ruoli.
As a child, Ruoli often felt distressed because her mother was missing an arm.



What puzzled her was that whenever she was young,
Stroking the wound of her mother’s broken arm, crying and begging God to bless 
her mother’s broken arm,
Her mother always told her with a satisfied face.
That she lost her arm to exchange it for the most precious gift in this world. So she 
doesn’t regret it at all.
The young Ruoli didn’t understand,
She didn’t know what amazing thing her mother got in exchange for that arm.
But when she grew up, when she knew the reason,
She realized that her mother used that arm in exchange for her.
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